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Abstract

This paper attempts to study the role of the interpreter and cultural differences in consecutive 
conference interpreting in relation to the micro and macro-contexts in which the interaction 
takes place. The aim of the study is to highlight these issues and contextualize the interpreter 
and consecutive conference interpreting within the broader socio-cultural context of Turkey. 
This is done by triangulating, i.e., comparing and contrasting, data obtained from various 
sources. Recordings of meetings and questionnaires constitute our primary data within an 
overall fieldwork approach. Through the analysis of our data taking into account information 
on the broader (socio-cultural context, institutional context, thematic setting, participants) and 
the more immediate contextual levels (actual interpreting contexts), it is aimed to find out 
whether and how the interpreter’s role differs from the way it is defined by different parties 
involved in the interaction and how interpreters deal with cultural differences in conference 
settings. 

1. Introduction

With the broadening of focus through inspiration from translation studies in the late 1980s, a 

“social turn” (Pöchhacker 2006) has taken place in interpreting research which prompted a 

rethinking of the role of the interpreter and the influence of context on the interpreter and 

interpreting performance.

Inspired by situations I have encountered at conferences and instances in which I have 

observed the interpreter doing much more than just translating, I decided to study the 

relatively unexplored issue of consecutive conference interpreting when compared to 

simultaneous interpreting as a contextual activity dwelling heavily on the role of the 

interpreter, context as a determining factor in interpretation and cultural differences in 
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conference interpreting in relation to the interpreter’s task of filling in gaps arising from such 

differences. 

This paper aims at providing an overview of the pilot study that has been carried out 

and that forms part of the author’s PhD dissertation on the theme of role, context and culture 

in consecutive conference interpreting in settings which will be described below. The pilot 

study consists of the analysis of questionnaires on user expectations of conference interpreting 

filled in by 52 end-users and 16 interpreters and of interpreted interactions from two different 

settings.   

Unlike studies in interpreting research which analyze interpreting as text production, 

this study adopts a more sociological and organizational approach to how interpreting is done 

and in what (social) context it is done and is an attempt to analyze consecutive conference 

interpreting in context. Groundbreaking studies in dialogue interpreting (Wadensjö 1998, Roy 

2000) and (simultaneous) conference interpreting (Pöchhacker 1994, Diriker 2001) which 

could be considered within the dialogic discourse-based interaction paradigm are sources of 

inspiration for this study. Contextualizing the interpreter and interpreting as a social practice 

is important for both theory and practice of interpreting. Therefore, further ethnographic 

studies which examine the relationship between the micro and macro contexts in which the 

interpreting activity takes place are needed. 

In line with this need and considering the fact that there are no studies with a 

social/sociological approach to consecutive interpreting in Turkey, a country which is going 

through a massive adaptation process at the doorstep of the EU, the domain of study was 

chosen as the conferences within international projects with consecutive interpreting between 

Turkish and English. These projects are usually financed both locally and internationally, the 

international party being international institutions such as the EU, the World Bank and the 

UN. A number of meetings, conferences, training sessions, and seminars are held on various 

topics within such projects through the cooperation of the public and/or private sector and 

international organizations. This creates a range of job opportunities for conference 

interpreters based in Turkey and makes their role crucial. Therefore, this study attempts to 

explore the interpreter’s role in relation to context, expectations and cultural differences in the 

settings described above in order to highlight these issues within the wider socio-cultural 

context of Turkey.
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2. Research objectives

This study intends to analyze consecutive conference interpreting in the broader socio-cultural 

context of Turkey. The conferences under study are held in international projects through 

interpreting in consecutive mode between English and Turkish. By analyzing data from 

conference participants and interpreters and from actual interpreting performance, it aims to 

find out the following:

- How end-users and interpreters define the interpreter’s role

- How end-users and interpreters expect the interpreter to act in certain situations

- What interpreters do in real life situations

- How interpreters handle cultural differences 

- How interpreting relates to different layers of context

All of the objectives mentioned above will contribute to the overall objective of 

analyzing the interpreter’s role and the issue of cultural differences in relation to relevant 

context(s).          

3. Definition of key terms

We take the definition of AIIC cited by Sauer for the term conference interpreter. 

A conference interpreter renders verbally in one language a statement spoken in another 

language at a formal or informal meeting or in a conference-like situation. Professional 

conference interpretation may be consecutive or simultaneous regardless of the length and/or 

complexity of the original statement (Sauer 1997:15). 

Likewise, the definition of consecutive interpreting as explained in the AIIC glossary is 

as follows: 

The interpreter providing consecutive interpretation sits at the same table with the delegates or 

at the speaker's platform and interprets a speech into the target language after the speaker 
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speaks. The length of the speeches varies. For this purpose the interpreter may take notes 

(www.aiic.net/glossary/).

In consecutive interpreting, the interpreter is closer to the participants. As conference 

participants and the interpreter are in direct eye contact of each other, it may be easier for 

them to establish contact, which could make it easier for the interpreter to intervene and 

become more active in the interaction. The interpreter, in direct contact with the participants 

and the speakers, is more ostensibly in-between in consecutive interpreting. 

Simultaneous interpreting is also described in the AIIC glossary: 

In simultaneous mode, the interpreter sits in a booth with a clear view of the meeting room and 

the speaker and listens to and simultaneously interprets the speech into a target language. 

Simultaneous interpreting requires a booth (fixed or mobile) that meets ISO standards of 

acoustic isolation, dimensions, air quality and accessibility as well as appropriate equipment 

(headphones, microphones) (www.aiic.net/glossary/).

In simultaneous interpreting, however, the interpreter is rather isolated from the setting. 

The interpreter is in a booth that is a certain distance from the participants and is not in 

contact with them directly. Conference participants may leave the conference room at the end 

of a conference without knowing who the interpreter was, which would be the exception for 

consecutive interpreting, e.g. in big conferences with a very high number of participants. On 

the other hand, the interpreter has an intimate relationship with the users as they hear the 

interpreter directly through headphones. However, personal contact could still be considered 

less in simultaneous interpreting than in consecutive interpreting.

4. Literature review

4.1. The interpreter’s role

Despite the fact that there are many “alluring” possibilities of choosing a method, various 

paradigms and methodologies in interpreting studies – for which it is not easy to say where 

one ends and the other starts – could be rather confusing and “intimidating” (Shlesinger 

2002:26). Franz Pöchhacker classifies these paradigms as (1) the Interpretive Theory, (2) the 
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Cognitive Processing Paradigm, (3) the Neurolinguistic Paradigm, (4) Target-Oriented Text 

Production and (5) the Dialogic Discourse-Based Interaction Paradigm (Pöchhacker 2004:67-

82). Gile (1991) divides the history of interpreting research into four periods as (1) Prehistoric 

Period, (2) Experimental Period, (3) Practitioners’ Period and (4) the Renaissance, while 

Moser-Mercer (1991) talks about two groups of contemporary interpreting researchers, 

namely (1) the Liberal Arts Community and (2) the Natural Sciences Community, 

foregrounding the contrasting research approaches of the two groups. Similarly, in her paper 

underlining the interdisciplinarity of paradigms in interpreting research, Shlesinger lists these 

paradigms as (1) the Translation-Theoretical Paradigm(s), (2) the Sociocognitive Paradigm(s), 

(3) Textlinguistic, Text-Structural and Text-Organizational Paradigm(s), (4) the Didactic 

Paradigm(s) and (5) the Processing Paradigms (Shlesinger 1995:7-20).

The dialogic discourse-based interaction paradigm gained importance in interpreting 

research in the 1990s. The fact that interpreting started to be socially recognized in 

community-based settings has led to an increasing interest in this area of research which 

indicates that interpreting can and does take place in various other settings ranging from the 

courtroom (Berk-Seligson 1988, 1990, Shlesinger 1991, Jansen 1995, Niska 1995, Wadensjö 

1998, Pym 1999, Kadric 2000, Hale 2001, Mason & Stewart 2001, Miguelez 2001, Wadensjö 

2001,) to healthcare settings (Drennan & Swartz 1999, Mesa 2000, Pöchhacker 2000, Meyer 

2001, Meyer et al. 2001, Bot 2003, Bischoff & Loutan 2004, Edwards, Temple & Alexander 

2005). With regard to this change, the issues of context and role of the interpreter gained 

prominence, i.e., their focus broadened. 

The role of the interpreter was first discussed by Anderson who refers to the 

interpreter as “the man in the middle” with obligations to both parties in the communicative 

event. He mentions the power of the interpreter and his/her control over the situation by 

acting as a “faithful echo” of the parties assuming the “nonpartisan role” or choosing not to 

(Anderson 1976:211-213). His contribution brings forth the question of the interpreter’s 

neutrality and his/her conflicting role. He claims that interpreting takes place “in social 

situations – situations amenable to sociological analysis” and that “in any such setting the role 

played by the interpreter is likely to exert considerable influence on the evolution of group 

structure and on the outcome of the interaction” (Anderson 1976:209).

An important study which explores this dimension of interpreting is Cynthia Roy’s 

case study of sign language interpreting, in which she discusses the active involvement of the 

interpreter thus prompting a rethinking of the role of the interpreter, which, as she puts it, “is 
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more than just translate or just interpret” (Roy 2000:66). 

Per Linell also supports the social interactionist approach and claims that interpreters 

go beyond mere translating, acting “as chairpersons and gatekeepers, monitoring the social 

and discursive situation” (Linell 1997:55). He also points out that norms on interpreting, i.e.,

“what is considered to be neutral or correct interpreting have an impact on actual conduct”. 

He doubts, however, whether and/or to what extent these norms would be valid in all 

interpreting contexts and situations (Linell 1997:64).

Another significant study which can be considered along the same line is the fieldwork 

on dialogue interpreting carried out by Cecilia Wadensjö regarding “interpreter-mediated 

conversations as a mode of communication, about interpreters and their responsibilities, about 

what they do, what they think they should do and what others expect them to do in face-to-

face, institutional encounters” (Wadensjö 1998:2). According to Wadensjö, who has 

discussed ‘the interpreter-mediated encounter’ as “part of various social, cultural and 

subcultural ‘contexts’” focusing on interaction, “the translating and coordinating aspects are 

simultaneously present, and one does not exclude the other” (Wadensjö 1998:82,105).

The role of the interpreter was also discussed by Claudia Angelelli, who collected data 

through questionnaires and interviews from a total of 293 conference, court and community 

interpreters. With a deliberate effort to draw on interdisciplinary approaches, she based her 

study on sociological and social theories as well as the translation-theoretical notion of 

‘invisibility’ towards her goal of “challenging the myth of the invisible interpreter” (Angelelli 

2003:26). 

Not all studies that adopt a more sociological and organizational approach to how 

interpreting is done and in what (social) context it is done are on community and/or dialogue 

interpreting. As mentioned above, it would be naive to analyze interpreting out of context. 

This was forcefully argued by Pöchhacker in his 1994 study which attempted to contextualize 

simultaneous interpreting (Pöchhacker 1994) and has been turned into an interesting analysis 

of discourse on interpreting by Ebru Diriker. By examining “the broader social context and 

the more immediate (i.e., micro) social and interactional context” in her ethnographic 

conference case study following in the footsteps of Bakhtin, Cicourel and Lindstrom, she 

found that conference interpreters are actively involved and visible in the discourse of the 

speech through taking multiple speaker-positions, organizing turn-taking, addressing the 

speakers and listeners directly and voicing their concerns and criticism (Diriker 2004:17). 
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Like Diriker, Moira Inghilleri has examined the macro-micro dimensions of 

interpreting as a socially situated activity. Taking Toury’s model of norms as a point of 

departure and drawing on Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus and field and Bernstein’s theory of 

pedagogic discourse, she suggests a model for interpreting in asylum interviews, but claims 

that it could be valid for other interpreting contexts, too. According to Inghilleri, “Locating 

both the training and practice of interpreters in its wider social context has relevant and 

important implications for deepening our understanding of the social/linguistic nature of 

interpreting activity” (Inghilleri 2003:262). 

With regard to the expectations concerning the role of the interpreter, Stefano 

Marrone, discussing his questionnaire-based study among end-users, mentions the role of the 

interpreter besides other parameters related to quality. He found out that the interpreter is 

“quite permitted – and, indeed, encouraged – to go beyond mere fidelity and use his/her 

resources as a professional linguist” (Marrone 1993:38). Franz Pöchhacker carried out a 

survey on the expectations of interpreters and service providers in Vienna hospitals and 

family affairs centers regarding the interpreter’s role. The study shows that the demands of 

service providers on the interpreters are much higher than “just translating”. Interpreters are 

expected to take over coordinating tasks such as asking parties to clarify when statements are 

not comprehensible or pointing to misunderstandings. Moreover, they are expected to “adapt 

their utterances to clients’ communicative needs and abridge circumlocutory utterances by 

clients” (Pöchhacker 2000:49-63). The considerable authority given to interpreters indicates 

the responsibility put on their shoulders. 

As listed by Ingrid Kurz, a number of studies have been carried out on the issue of user 

expectations regarding quality (Kurz 2001:398-403). Some of the user surveys included 

aspects related to the interpreter’s role (Marrone 1993, Vuorikoski 1993, Kopczynski 1994, 

Morris 1995, Pöchhacker 2000) while others (such as Kurz 1989) focused on the product-

related criteria of Bühler (Pöchhacker 2001:415). Riccardi also categorized the studies on 

quality as those on “customer expectations and priorities” and “error analysis and quality 

assessment in training” (Riccardi 2002: 26). The settings in which these surveys were carried 

out vary, as do the modes of interpreting analyzed. Also, some aim at finding out expectations 

while others explore responses and/or ask for evaluation and judgment, which affects the 

focus of the research considerably.
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4.2. Cultural mediation

As mentioned by Pöchhacker, conceptual references are inseparable from the overall cultural, 

social and political system and the language in which they are expressed. Cultural and social 

knowledge shapes meaning in communication besides role relationships and expectations. In 

other words, culture determines the way people think, act and interact (Pöchhacker 2004:50) 

and is “a filter which restricts the way we perceive, what we see, hear, or feel” (Kondo & 

Tebble 1997:152). In translating and interpreting, as well as in communication in general, 

transmission of messages has a chance to succeed if the receiver shares that cultural and social 

knowledge. If not, the utterance does not make sense to the receivers as it does “not 

correspond to any reality they had experienced” (Reeves 1994:42). 

In such situations, the interpreter may need to intervene actively, change the original 

speech, add explanations or omit certain parts (cf. Jones 1998) and act as a “cultural 

mediator” rather than a neutral or invisible agent (Kondo & Tebble 1997). Giving various 

examples of situations in which cultural differences are prominent, Kondo claims that the 

interpreter cannot and should not be expected to close such a gap arising from cultural 

differences of the parties and that he could be regarded as “overstepping himself as an 

interpreter” if he attempted to do so, which might even cause him to get into trouble 

depending on the situation (Kondo 1990:60-64). Marrone, as mentioned above, also explored 

user responses to the rendition of institutional terms and the interpreter’s role as “scrupulous 

translator” vs. “cultural mediator”. He concludes that despite the need to take into account the 

expectations of different audiences, “it is appropriate to attempt a degree of cultural 

mediation, and recognize the importance of a solid cultural background” (Marrone 1993:38-

39). 

There are also some views on cultural mediation and translation, which could certainly 

be valid for interpreting as well. Anthony Pym, who reflects on the issue with regard to 

training, claims that “our training programmes should progressively be oriented to the 

production of intercultural mediators, people who are able to do rather more than just 

translate” (Pym 2000:190). Ritva Leppihalme also stresses the importance of “what is implied 

by the socio-cultural and intertextual elements” and “extralinguistic knowledge of the source 

language culture” in her book which deals with the intercultural aspect of translation 

(Leppihalme 1997:20). Similarly, according to David Katan, it is important for translators and 

interpreters to have sound background knowledge about the cultures they are mediating for, 
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including customs, behavior patterns, geography, history and even popular culture (Katan 

2004:11-12). Katan includes Taft’s definition of “cultural mediator” in his book:

A cultural mediator is a person who facilitates communication, understanding and action 

between persons or groups who differ with respect to language and culture. The role of the 

mediator is performed by interpreting the expressions, intentions, perceptions, and expectations 

of each cultural group to the other, that is, by establishing and balancing the communication 

between them. In order to serve as a link in this sense, the mediator must be able to participate 

to some extent in both cultures. Thus a mediator must be to a certain extent bicultural (cf. 

Katan 2004:17).

In a survey carried out in healthcare settings in Canada, Anne-Marie Mesa (2000) used 

the term “cultural interpreter”1 to define the ideal interpreter, who is expected to help both 

parties in the interaction understand, in addition to the language, the “values, concepts and 

cultural practices” of each other (Mesa 2000:69). However, the expectation that the interpreter 

should explain cultural values ranked low among users while most interpreters in the survey 

think that such explanations are a crucial part of the interpreter’s task. This may hint at the

fact that interpreters are ready to have a more ‘interventionist’ or ‘visible’ approach towards 

their role. 

The role of the interpreter with regard to cultural issues in the courtroom was addressed 

by Arlene M. Kelly in a survey conducted in order to “ascertain the perceived limits 

surrounding the interpreter’s ability to serve as a cultural bridge while acting as a language 

facilitator” (Kelly 2000:132). Kelly points out the need for the court interpreter’s role to be 

redefined taking into account the fact that there are and may be situations where the 

interpreter has to make explanations and convey cultural information. While there are dangers 

in the cultural intervention of the interpreter, especially the court interpreter, Kelly 

nevertheless argues that the plausibility of the traditional passive role should be questioned.

As seen above, research on the interpreter’s role has been done mostly in community 

settings. However, the role of the interpreter and the issue of cultural differences in relation to

                                                
1 The term “cultural interpreter” emerged from community-based initiatives in Canada in the late 1980s 
independently from translation studies community. Those practitioners who were interpreting for migrants 
claimed that they had to mediate cultures rather than translate language like professionals do. It was some time 
later realized by both practitioners and professionals that interpreting is about both culture and language, as 
reflected in the Critical Link volumes.
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the expectations/opinions of users and interpreters and to context in conference interpreting 

await detailed study. 

5. Theoretical and conceptual framework 

As for the theoretical and conceptual framework, with a rather eclectic approach, the study 

rests on two concepts: role and context. Role is an important part of that framework as 

through questionnaires, recordings and field notes, we attempt to explore whether and how 

the defined role of interpreters differs from how interpreters are expected to behave in certain 

situations and from what they actually do during the interpreting process. Context is another 

important conceptual dimension of this study. Information on various contextual levels, e.g. 

the broader socio-cultural setting, the thematic settings, relations between the speakers, 

participants and interpreters, is provided since the underlying assumptions may help provide a 

clearer picture in analyzing role and understanding the process in depth.

In the discussion of the role of the interpreter, Erving Goffman’s theoretical model of 

social interaction is drawn on. When we talk about situated interaction, we mean face-to-face 

interaction or “encounter” defined by Goffman as “all the interaction which occurs throughout 

any one occasion when a given set of individuals are in one another’s continuous presence” 

(Goffman 1959:26). In our study, the interpreter is present in the setting as the interpretation 

takes place in the consecutive mode, in which the interpreter is usually in direct contact with

the participants and next to the speaker(s) rather than in a booth. Many concepts within the 

conceptual repertoire of Goffman are referred to in our original study, such as performance, 

front, appearance, manner, discrepant roles (non-person, mediator/ go-between). However, in 

this paper, only social roles will be explained briefly, as they relate directly to the analysis of 

questionnaires.  

5.1. Social roles and role distance 

According to Goffman, the concept of “role” can be considered to have three different 

elements: the normative role, the typical role, and role performance. It is fruitful to think, like 

Wadensjö, that these roles could be relevant for the interpreter’s role as there seems to be a 
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pre-established role which the interpreter is expected to play. However, whether it is 

appropriate for actual practice and the differences between the two are to be further explored.

5.1.1. Normative role

As quoted above from Wadensjö, the normative role in Goffman’s model is the common 

ideas on a given activity and on the role people (should) play when they are carrying out that 

activity (Wadensjö 1998:83). When we consider the notion of “normative role” in relation to 

the interpreter, we can say that it is how interpreters and users think interpreters should 

behave while interpreting. In other words, it is the way the role of interpreters is perceived 

and defined in general regardless of real-life experience. 

5.1.2. Typical role

There can be situations in which normative role, i.e., pre-established norms, may not fit the 

existing situation. Changing conditions such as time and place affect the way a certain role is 

performed. Therefore, “individuals develop routines to handle typical situations not foreseen 

by shared established norms” (Wadensjö 1998:83). When shared ideas about the interpreter’s 

role in general do not envisage what interpreters encounter in the course of interpreting, 

interpreters develop certain strategies to deal with those “typical situations”. These strategies 

constitute the typical role of the interpreter. 

5.1.3. Role performance

Some aspects of role arise due to the actual conditions in a situation and cannot be accounted 

for by normative or typical standards. The individual’s personal characteristics are also a 

determining factor in what Goffman (1961) defines as role performance. With regard to 

interpreting, we can say that the performance of interpreters, i.e., the actual practice, is their 

role performance. There are many factors that have an influence on the performance of 

interpreters in a specific interpreting context such as setting, speakers, participants, noise, etc. 

Also, the personal style of the interpreter, his/her mood, and level of concentration on the day 

of the event may all affect the interpreter’s role performance. Moreover, each interpreting 

event is unique like each conversation, i.e., it cannot be repeated as it occurs naturally. It 

generates specific situations and problems that the interpreter has to handle in this improvised 

performance.
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5.1.4. Role distance

Role distance, according to Goffman (1961), refers to the difference between obligation and 

actuality. Role distance comes into play “when a conflicting discrepancy occurs between, on 

the one hand, the self generated in actual social interaction, and, on the other, the self 

associated with a formal status and identity” (Wadensjö 1998:85). In other words, in 

Goffman’s terms, role distance can be considered as the difference between normative role 

and role performance. However, it can also be regarded as the difference between normative 

role and typical role as normative role is about the formal status and identity while typical role 

is associated with the way interpreters behave in specific situations. It is important to note that 

in cases where role distance is used in a systematical way by professionals, role can be 

redefined (Wadensjö 1998:86).   

5.2. Context

    

As mentioned by Duranti and Goodwin, context is a primary focus in both ethnographically 

oriented and quantitative studies of language use. However, a trend can be seen in studies of 

contextually situated talk towards a more interactive and dialogical approach. Unlike studies 

in linguistics which analyze talk in isolation and sentences as “divorced from any relevant 

context”, more studies of language use consider context as “a socially constituted, 

interactively sustained, time-bound phenomenon” (Duranti and Goodwin 1992:6). 

Context is an important concept in this study as it aims at analyzing interpreting and the 

interpreter in context; however, it is important to identify what can be regarded as relevant 

context. 

Lindstrom uses Foucault’s definition of context which is “a set of cultural rules, 

conditions, and practices that govern how people talk” (Foucault 1981 in Lindstrom 

1992:102). He claims that there is a relationship between speech and context; context informs 

text just as a text can inform context. Context is dynamic in nature and changes as 

conversation goes on (Lindstrom 1992). Cicourel, who also discusses the definition of context 

in the analysis of verbal communication, shares with Goffman the same focus of study, that is 

“situated interpretation”. As Duranti and Goodwin mention, “Goffman’s famous leading 

question ‘What’s going on here?’ can be repeatedly heard through Cicourel’s work” (Duranti 

and Goodwin 1992:291). In Cicourel’s model, there are two kinds of context, namely 

“narrow” and “broad”. Information on both levels is necessary in a study of language use as 
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interaction. He points out that the broader context “includes an institutionalized framing of 

activities” while the narrow context refers to the “locally organized and negotiated 

interaction”. He mentions the importance of ethnographic fieldwork as well as the study of 

spoken interaction and that they are complementary in the analysis of meaning:

Language and other social practices are interdependent. Knowing something about the 

ethnographic setting, the perception of and characteristics attributed to others, and broader and 

local social organizational conditions becomes imperative for an understanding of linguistic 

and non-linguistic aspects of communicative events (Cicourel 1992:294).     

Even if information on the broader social context is not directly relevant to the situated 

talk, the researcher can still include that information. Cicourel argues that what will be told 

about context is at the discretion of the researcher. It is impossible to describe all local and 

broader socio-cultural elements of a context. However, the researcher has to justify what has 

been included and excluded in line with theoretical goals and methodologies (Cicourel 

1992:309). He also discusses the role of context in shaping meaning in his chapter on 

“ethnomethodology” in which he questions linguistic views of language and meaning, 

drawing on language socialization among hearing and deaf children: 

The meaning of any received or produced utterance for the speaker-hearer is embedded in a 

larger context that is activated and deepened by the complexity of the setting, and the reflexive 

availability of short-term and long-term store that are themselves influenced by normative 

linguistic and non-linguistic social practices (Cicourel 1974:127).

In line with the approaches above, this study explicates some aspects of context 

deemed necessary to facilitate understanding of the results of the survey and excerpts of 

interpreted interactions.  
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6. Pilot Study

6.1. Socio-cultural context

In line with the claim of Lindstrom and Cicourel that language is intertwined with context and 

any study related to language should include information on context, it might be useful to 

provide some information about the macro- and micro-contexts where our research takes 

place. First, the socio-cultural context of research, which is Turkey, will be briefly described 

in order to inform the reader on what is specific about Turkey. Then, features of the specific 

setting in which the survey was conducted will be described. Again, along with Cicourel’s 

claim that it is not possible to include all local and broader aspects of context, information 

that is considered as useful in the perception and definition of the interpreter’s role will be 

addressed.  

Turkey is a democratic, secular, and unitary republic established by Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk in 1923 after the fall of the Ottoman Empire following the First World War. It is a 

founding member of the United Nations, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and the Organization 

of the Islamic Conference as well as a member state of the Council of Europe and of NATO. 

Also, Turkey has been in accession negotiations with the European Union since 2005. 

Located between two continents, Asia and Europe, Turkey has been considered a 

bridge between them – geographically and, more importantly, socio-culturally. Turkey has 

been fostering its relations with both the East and the West. Turkey has its roots in the East 

due to elements such as a shared historical and religious background; however, it has turned 

its face to the West in compliance with Ataturk’s legacy which is very fragile due to various 

internal and external forces. Many different roles have been defined for Turkey, which lead to 

tension among entities of different political views, minorities living in Turkey, the media and 

other forces that have a say in the country. Turkey is the only secular Islamic country in the 

world, which makes it unique, and diverse and multicultural even within itself. 

The discussion about Turkey’s EU membership continues both in the country and in 

Europe. The process of adaptation is crucial in the legal domain as well as the everyday life of 

its citizens as this adaptation covers a wide range of aspects affecting all Turkish as well as 

other communities in the country. Turkey’s membership is of considerable importance 

primarily for security concerns, taking into consideration Turkey’s proximity to the regions of 
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conflict: The EU cannot ignore the key role of Turkey in the Middle East and the Balkans if it 

hopes to play a role in this part of the world as an international player. Another important 

consequence of Turkey’s EU membership would be a new stance towards the EU’s much 

mentioned concept of “diversity” as Turkey is the only Muslim candidate country and will be 

the only Muslim member state in EU. Whether Turkey enters the EU or not, the result will 

definitely have implications in the long run for other Muslim countries in the world and it will 

be discussed in terms of the element of religion. It seems that the issue which has long been 

discussed at many levels in the country will keep being discussed, and there seems to be no 

easy solution in the foreseeable future.

Turkey’s official EU candidacy has brought about a major adaptation process in all 

areas. Turkey started negotiations with the EU in 35 chapters in October 2005 as determined 

in the framework document released by the Commission. EU candidacy and membership are 

usually regarded as political processes. Despite the fact that the decisions taken are political, 

all processes, both before and after decisions are made, are translational in nature. Thus, both 

candidacy and membership involve a major translation and interpreting process. During those 

phases of adaptation to the EU, thousands of pages of documents are translated from and into 

the language of the acceding country. The translation of the acquis communautaire and the 

laws of the candidate country into one or more of the EU languages in order to monitor the 

adaptation is a vast task that needs to be taken on by acceding countries. 

Accession also requires a considerable amount of interpreting activity in meetings, 

conferences and negotiations. These include interpretation in formal settings such as the 

actual negotiations, summits and meetings attended by the acceding country, the EU and 

national governments at the macro level. A significant amount of interpreting work also takes 

place at the micro level. Interpretation at this level consists of meetings, conferences and 

training seminars organized by ministries, non-governmental organizations, and universities 

and funded by the EU and other international organizations. This study aims at analyzing the 

interpreting activity that takes place in the latter.   

6.2. Setting

The domains under study are conferences on different topics held within various projects of 

ministries and/or other government/private institutions with consecutive interpreting between 

English and Turkish. The setting is a training seminar on vocational education, the final 
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seminar held within the scope of a vocational training project organized by the European 

Commission and the Turkish Ministry of Education, namely the Project of Strengthening the 

Vocational Education and Training System in Turkey. As can be understood from its name, 

the project aims at strengthening the vocational education system in Turkey. These seminars 

are part of a training program organized by the project aiming at better management in 

vocational and technical schools. The training program consists of various topics such as 

communication, management, and coaching. The seminars are organized for principals and 

vice principals of vocational education and training institutions in order to guide those in 

management based on the needs of students and employers and provide them with the 

opportunity to improve themselves. Trainers were hired by a foreign company which had a 

contract for the project. The contracting firm was a consulting company in Denmark. Thus, 

the two or three trainers who attended each training session came from Denmark. Project 

training sessions were usually held with groups of 25-30 people and with more than one 

group, thus more than one interpreter. As there was only one consecutive interpreter in a 

setting, interpreters translated both into English and Turkish. 

In accordance with our research objectives, questionnaires were given to conference 

participants and interpreters in order to elicit their expectations regarding the interpreter’s 

role. However, only the analysis of questionnaires given to end-users is included in this paper 

due to space constraints. The participants in this seminar were divided into two groups, each 

group having one interpreter. It is important to note, however, that due to the fact that it was 

the final seminar at the end of a series of seminars, all with consecutive interpreting, users 

who were given the questionnaires were familiar with the interpreter and interpreting. 

Interpreters had an important role in the training sessions as most trainees could not 

speak English. Interpreters were held in high esteem both by the project team and the 

participants. It was the task of the project team to recruit the interpreter(s). The project team 

had a contract with a translation company which assigned the interpreters to a specific 

training session. As they usually worked with the same translation company and the same 

interpreters, the project team and participants knew the interpreters quite well. Since the series 

of training seminars had been going on for two years, participants, trainers and interpreters 

knew each other well. This may have led the interpreters to identify with their task and to be 

considered as a part of the group.
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6.3. Survey

Questionnaires on user expectations were given to all conference participants in the setting 

and all participants responded. The number of end-users who participated in the survey was 

52. The participants’ knowledge of English was elementary. 65.4% considered their skills in 

English as “none” and “basic” on a scale from zero to four. 19.2% labeled their language 

skills as “reasonable”, leaving only 15.4% for “good” and “advanced”. It was a homogenous 

group in terms of profession consisting of principals and vice principals of vocational and 

general high schools in Turkey. 42 out of 52 participants who filled out the questionnaires 

were male. The age of participants was quite varied, ranging from 27 to 60 with an average of 

43.1.  

6.3.1. Normative role

The questions were formulated in line with Goffman’s “normative role” and “typical role” 

and categorized accordingly. For that reason, we will attempt to analyze the questions on 

normative role first. As explained above, normative role is taken as the general perception and 

definition of the interpreter’s role. Normative role may or may not coincide with actual 

practice, which is one of the questions we are trying to find an answer to through our survey. 

In the questionnaire, questions numbered 1, 3, 4 and 9 are based on the normative role of the 

interpreter as these questions aim at finding out the general ideas of interpreters and users 

regarding the interpreter’s role with regard to issues such as quality, faithfulness, neutrality 

and involvement. 

Figure 1. End-users’ ratings of the criterion of “completeness of information”
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The first question on quality criteria in interpreting, lists quality criteria and asks the 

participants to rate their importance on a scale from 3 (most important) to 0 (least important) 

yields the following results. 

65.3% of end-users gave the criterion of “completeness of information” a rating of 3 

while 34.6% opted for 2. The criterion of “correct terminological usage/word choice” was 

rated as 3 by 71.1% and as 2 by 28.8%.  

Figure 2. End-users’ ratings of the criterion of “correct terminological usage/word choice”
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The third criterion, which is “fluent and pleasant delivery” is rated 3 by 88.4% of the 

users and 2 by 9.6%. “Fidelity to the original speech” is rated 3 by 63.4% while 30.7% rate it 

2. Almost 6% of the participants rate this item 0 or 1 which shows that they consider it the 

least important among other quality criteria.

Figure 3. End-users’ ratings of the criterion of “fluent and pleasant delivery” 
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Figure 4. End-users’ ratings of the criterion of “fidelity to the original speech” 
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As can be seen in the above figures, there are only slight differences in the ratings 

given to quality criteria by conference participants. We see that the second quality criterion, 

“correct terminological usage/word choice”, is considered more important than “completeness 

of information” and “fidelity to the original speech”. “Fluent and pleasant delivery” is 

considered by far the most important quality criterion. Thus, it can be asserted that users 

consider the quality of delivery, i.e., the way they hear the speech including accuracy of word 

choice and pleasantness of delivery, more important than one-to-one correspondence with the 

original speech. Interestingly, the extra items that the participants have identified as quality 

criteria reflect considerable agreement. Although differences exist in the way they were 

phrased, two main items are mentioned: technical knowledge (knowledge of the topic, 

accurate use of technical language, vocabulary in the field, etc.) and communication skills 

(body language, ability to communicate well, appearance, etc.). It can be said that users assign 

considerable importance to these two criteria as those who mentioned them rated them quite 

high. The quality criterion of technical knowledge was rated 3 by 84.6% of those who 

mentioned it and 2 by 13.4%. The criterion of communication skills, likewise, was rated 3 by 

90.3% of the participants and 2 by 5.7%.   

Question 3 asks the users to describe the task of the interpreter. The first alternative 

given was that “the interpreter should translate as faithfully as possible” while the second was 

“the interpreter should act as a mediator and bridge gaps arising from cultural differences”. 

As Figure 5 shows, there is little difference between the ratings. 24 participants 

(46.1%) opted for the first choice while 26 (50%) chose the second one. About 4% of the 

participants did not answer the question, which may suggest that the distinction between the 
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two choices may not have been understood. The answers for question 3 highlight the 

ambiguity of role conceptions for the interpreter. 

Figure 5. End-users’ descriptions of the task of the interpreter
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Question 4 asks the users to indicate the position of the interpreter during the mediated 

interaction on a 7-point scale ranging from “absolutely neutral and uninvolved” on the right 

(6) to “actively shaping communication” on the left (0). 

Figure 6. End-users’ ratings of the position of the interpreter 
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A clear tendency is seen towards the right-hand side, with 15 participants (28.8%) 

giving a rating of 6, 7 participants (17.3%) giving a rating of 5 and 15 (28.8%) a rating of 4. It 

seems that users perceive and define the interpreter’s normative role as neutral and 

uninvolved. 

Question 9 is similar to question 4 in that a 7-point scale has been used. This time the 

preference of users upon the options of expressing the gist of the message (0) and rendering 

every detail (6) is asked.  
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Figure 7. End-users’ ratings of interpreters’ general strategy
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As seen above, most users think the interpreter should render every detail in the 

original speech. 18 participants (34.6%) gave a rating of 6, 10 participants (19.2%) gave a 

rating of 5 and 10 participants (19.2%) gave a rating of 4. These 4 questions might indicate

how users construe the interpreter’s normative role and how they describe that role in general.

6.3.2. Typical role

In this study, we regard typical role as strategies used by the interpreter in certain typical 

situations, i.e. the behavior of the interpreter in certain situations as perceived by the user. 

Questions numbered 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in the questionnaire are on the interpreter’s typical role. 

They ask what kind of “routines” interpreters use in situations that arise while interpreting. 

Table 1. Preferences of end-users for interpreters’ strategies when they encounter foreign institutions or 
culture-specific items without a direct equivalent in TL

  Strategy                                                                                                                     Response (%)

       Repeat the name of the institution/cultural item in the foreign language                                9.6%

       Replace the item with the closest equivalent in the target system/culture                              38.5%

       Explain the term                                                                                                                       50%  

Question 2 is intended to find out what users prefer as the interpreter’s strategy when 

foreign institutions or culture-specific items without a direct equivalent in Turkish are 

mentioned. The first choice is to repeat the name of the institution/cultural item in the foreign 

language. This answer clearly provides a solution referring to the source culture. The second 

choice is to replace the item with the closest equivalent in the Turkish system/culture (taking 

into account the fact that all end-users are Turkish) while the third is to explain the term. 
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As seen in Table 1, only 5 people (9.6%) consider source-culture reference as the 

appropriate solution in such cases. 20 participants (38.5%) prefer the interpreter to use the 

closest equivalent in the target cultural system while 26 participants (50%) seek an 

explanation from the interpreter. As a result, most participants expect the interpreter to have 

an active role in such situations to remove obstacles in communication arising from cultural 

differences. It is also important to note that there are more users who prefer an explanation 

than those who expect an equivalent of the foreign term. The interpreter has to be 

knowledgeable on both source and target cultures and able to handle situations in which no 

shared “given” exists.     

Question 5 asks the users whether the interpreter should imitate the gestures of the 

speaker. There are the choices of “yes”, “no” and “sometimes”. 

Figure 8. Preferences of end-users for interpreters’ imitating the gestures of the speaker
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There is a slight difference between the number of those who say yes (12) (23.1%) and 

the number of those who say no (11) (21.2%). Most participants are undecided and opt for 

“sometimes” (29) (55.8%). This question does not yield a clear cut result. However, it may 

suggest that users also consider body language and gestures important. 

Table 2. Preferences of end-users for interpreters’ imitating the voice of the speaker

      Option                                       Response (%)

        Yes                                              65.4%

         No                                               34.6%

Question 6 is similar to question 5 in that it involves imitation of the speaker. It asks 

whether the interpreter should imitate the intonation of the speaker.     
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34 participants (65.4%) think that the interpreter should imitate the speaker’s intonation 

while 18 participants (34.6%) disagree. This suggests that the way the speech is conveyed is 

also important for the participants in addition to the content that is conveyed. 

Like Question 2, Question 7 is crucial for our study as it directly relates to the active 

role and intervention of the interpreter. This question aims to find out whether users think that 

the interpreter should correct the speaker if s/he has made a mistake.        

Figure 9. Preferences of end-users for interpreters’ correcting the speaker if s/he has made a mistake
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28 participants (53.8%) agree that the interpreter should correct the speaker if s/he has 

made a mistake. 15 participants (28.8%) think the interpreter should do this in some situations 

while 9 (17.3%) participants do not agree. This shows that most users included in the survey 

are for the interventionist role of the interpreter, seeing no harm in interpreters’ correcting the 

mistakes of speakers. 

The last question on typical role, which asks whether the interpreter should add his/her 

explanations in order to clear up misunderstandings, is also immediately relevant to our 

research objectives, as adding one’s own explanations is highly indicative of interpreter’s 

interference with the original speech. 

Table 3. Preferences of end-users for interpreters’ adding their explanations in order to clear up 
misunderstandings

   Option                                       Response (%)

Yes                                              69.2%

No                                                30.8%

36 conference participants (69.2%) assume the interpreter is allowed to add his 

explanations in case of misunderstandings or situations which may lead to a lack of mutual 

understanding between the parties while 16 of them (30.8%) do not agree. This shows that 
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most participants find it appropriate for the interpreter to speak his/her own words, quite 

independently from the original speech, when s/he feels the need to do so.      

6.3.3. Discussion  

When we look at the answers given to questions on normative role, we see that almost half of 

the users define the interpreter’s task as “translating as faithfully as possible”. The other two 

questions on normative role have more clear-cut differences. Most participants (37 

participants, about 75%) marked 4, 5 or 6 on a 7-point scale where 6 refers to the “absolutely 

neutral and uninvolved” position of the interpreter during the interaction. Likewise, on 

another 7-point scale, with the anchor points of “rendering every detail” and “expressing the 

gist of the message”, 73% of users (38) defined the interpreter’s normative strategy as 

rendering every detail. Conference participants perceive and define the interpreter’s role as 

faithful to the original speech, neutral and uninvolved in the interaction and not intervening in 

the original speech in any way (through condensing or extending the text). 

However, the analysis of the results obtained from questions on typical role seems to 

illustrate the opposite. Based on their responses to these questions, users seem to prefer an 

interpreter who explains foreign institutions or culture-specific items or refers to the target 

cultural system (46 participants, 88.5% of all), corrects the speaker when s/he makes a 

mistake (43 participants, 82.6%) and makes explanations to clear up misunderstandings (36 

conference participants, 69.2%). In other words, users expect the interpreter to interfere when 

necessary and make his/her voice heard, taking a very active role. 

The analysis shows that the general opinions of users on the role of the interpreter are 

very different from the way users expect the interpreter to behave in certain situations. On the 

one hand, the role of the interpreter is described in full compliance with the rules of fidelity 

prescribing faithfulness to the original speech, neutrality and non-involvement in the 

interpreting process for the interpreter. On the other, interpreters are expected to remove 

misunderstandings arising from cultural differences and/or lack of shared knowledge, 

intervene when necessary and make use of communication skills in order to facilitate 

communication. In Goffman’s terms, the normative role of the interpreter does not coincide 

with the typical role. In other words, there is a considerable role distance between the two 

roles.        
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6.4. Interpreted interactions

In order to compare our survey data with interpreted interactions, recordings were obtained in 

two settings. These settings were carefully chosen as to have the same features with the initial 

setting described above. The recordings which represent the immediate context under study 

were analyzed in terms of shifts in the speaking subject and cultural and institutional 

references that are explained by the interpreter. The concept of shifts in the speaking subject 

was developed and used by Diriker (cf. Bourdieu). It is a common and widely accepted 

strategy of interpreters to transfer what the speaker has said in the first person. However, in 

these excerpts of interpreted interactions, the interpreter steps in and utters her own “I”, 

telling the audience that it is she who is speaking. In other excerpts that are included, the 

interpreter takes on the task of explaining cultural and institutional references that do not exist 

in the target culture the way they exist in the source culture. Although not very common, such 

situations merit being presented as they indicate the extent to which the interpreter intervenes 

to ensure flawless communication. This sub-section of analysis is crucial as it indicates the 

cultural differences between the parties or lack of knowledge of one or both of them on the 

culture, history or social order of the other that cause failure to achieve understanding.      

Through the analysis of these interpreted interactions, it was found that the actual 

behavior of interpreters in real-life situations, or their role performance in Goffman’s terms, 

differs considerably from their normative role defined both by interpreters and users as 

neutral and uninvolved in the interaction and faithfulness to the original speech. Excerpts 

from recordings indicate that interpreters assume an active and interventionist role in the 

interpreting process and take responsibility and control in the interaction by expressing how 

they feel in a certain situation, correcting mistakes, asking parties to clarify or repeat 

themselves when they do not understand, explaining cultural and institutional references when 

they assume parties may not know them, and answering questions asked by either party in the 

interaction.
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7. Conclusion

Our findings are twofold. They consist of the results of the survey and analysis of interpreted 

interactions. Through the questionnaires given to end-users and interpreters, it was found that 

conference participants and interpreters perceive and define the interpreter’s normative role as 

faithful to the original speech, neutral and uninvolved in the interaction. However, the 

expectations of both end-users and interpreters regarding typical role are different. They 

expect the interpreter to intervene when necessary and assume an active role. According to the 

analysis, the general ideas of conference participants and interpreters on the role of the 

interpreter differ considerably from their expectations as to the strategies of interpreters. 

While they define role in full compliance with the rules of fidelity prescribing faithfulness to 

the original speech, neutrality and non-involvement in the interpreting process, they expect 

the interpreter to remove misunderstandings arising from cultural differences and/or lack of 

shared knowledge, to intervene when necessary and to make use of communication skills in 

order to facilitate communication.

Likewise, the analysis of interpreted interactions indicates that interpreters become 

actively involved in the interaction, asking questions directly or answering questions raised by 

parties, correcting mistakes, expressing feelings and asking parties to repeat or clarify 

themselves when they are not clear about something. Interpreters also explain cultural and 

institutional references in order to make full understanding possible when there is no shared 

knowledge. In such situations, no complete communication takes place unless the interpreter 

intervenes and explains what is not clear. Therefore, the role performance of interpreters also 

differs from their normative role as defined by end-users and interpreters. According to the 

initial findings of this study, users prefer interpreters’ explanations as a strategy of interpreters 

and interpreters are more active in real life situations than they confess to be. 

Besides explicating the presence of multiple speaker-positions of the interpreter 

through the analysis, this study serves as an initial attempt within a broader study to analyze 

the role of the interpreter and interpreting in relation to context and the network of 

expectations and relationships. Turkey’s unique situation at the doorstep of the EU highlights 

the issue of cultural differences, and interpreter-mediated conferences designed to promote 

the adaptation process may serve as a test case for the role of conference interpreters as 

cultural mediators.  
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Appendix: Survey on User Expectations of Conference Interpreting

This survey is part of a research project on the subject of conference interpreting and the 

interpreter’s role.

1. Please rate the importance of the following quality criteria in interpreting on the scale from 
3 (= most important) to 0 (=least important).                     3       2       1       0
                                                                                                

  Completeness of information                            _________________                  
                                                           
 Correct terminological usage/word choice         __________________                                               

 Fluent and pleasant delivery                               __________________         
                                                                   

 Fidelity to the original speech                            __________________                                                                                                                        

m m m m
m m m m
m m m m
m m m m
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Other (please specify):

 ................................................                            __________________                                               

 ................................................                            __________________                                                                  

2. When foreign institutions or culture-specific items without a direct equivalent in Turkish 
are mentioned, which of the three options below should be the interpreter’s general strategy? 

         Repeat the name of the institution/cultural item in the foreign language

         Replace the item with the closest equivalent in the Turkish system/culture

         Explain the term

3. Which of the following two options better describes the task of the interpreter? 

         The interpreter should translate as faithfully as possible 

          The interpreter should act as a mediator and bridge gaps arising from cultural 
differences 

4. Which of the following two options better describes the position of the interpreter during 
the mediated interaction? Please rate. 

Absolutely neutral and uninvolved                                                    Actively shaping communication
                         6                 5                4                3               2               1               0       

                      

5. Should the interpreter imitate gestures of the speaker?

         Yes          No          Sometimes
          
6. Should the interpreter imitate the voice of the speaker?

         Yes           No

7. Should the interpreter correct the speaker if s/he has made a mistake?

         Yes          No          Sometimes

8. Should the interpreter add his/her own explanations in order to clear up misunderstandings?

         Yes           No

m m m m

m
m

m
m
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9. Which of the following two options should the interpreter generally prefer?

Render every detail                                                                     Express the gist of the message        
                         6                 5                4                3               2               1               0       

          

10. Do you have any further comments?

Please write the following information.

Age:

Sex:    M           F          

Profession:

Level of English:                      advanced            good            reasonable         basic        none                 

Listening Comprehension                                                                                                                           

Speaking                       

Reading                      

Writing                              
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